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Field of Expertise: Industrial and marine automation, Wind (hybrid power) control and conversion
systems, PLC and SCADA  programming, BMS (Building management systems).
Key words: PLC, SCADA, Programming,  Industrial  and Marine automation,  Automatic Control
Systems, Wind and Hybrid Power Control systems, Subcontracting

Profile:
SANTAVILTE  is  an  automation  and  (electrical)
engineering company dealing in branches of hybrid power
(wind, diesel generators, CHP) systems, refrigeration and
building  (HVAC,  lighting)  automation  and  marine
automation.
Company  services  include  system  design,  electrical
drawings and control cabinet layouts, assembly, industrial
and  embedded  PC  based  PLC  programming,  modern
high-speed  communication  networks  and  data  transfer
design,  web based  remote  access  service,  supervision
control  and  data  acquisition  (SCADA)  programing,
installation,  start-up  and  maintenance  activity.  High
qualified  and  skilled  English/Russian  speaking
professionals provides  24 hours support and mobility all
over the world (including land and offshore installation) on
reasonable price.
Region of  installations in Atlantic  covers Norway, Spain
(Gran Canaria),  Maroco,  Mauritania,  Angola.  In Eurasia
from Barents  sea  to  Black  sea  and  from Baltic  sea  to
Japan Sea.
Located  in  Kaunas  Science  and  Technology  Park  in  a
close  cooperation  with  mechanical  engineering
companies  and  Kaunas  University  of  technology

SANTAVILTE is able to solve most complicated and complex tasks. SANTAVILTE is offering experience and
competence for technology providers.
Products and services:
Different  kind of  complete  automation control  and electrical  systems:  design,  layout,  manufacturing and
assembly testing, installation and service, PLC, HMI and SCADA programming,
Most famous and popular innovative products:
Modular, Web based Vessel (Fleet) Monitoring system  consisting from flowing software and hardware
modules:
 -fuel tanking and fuel consumption monitoring;
- engine parameters monitoring;
- temperature and refrigerating equipment monitoring,
- gearbox, shaft and pitch parameters monitoring,
- electrical energy parameter monitoring,
-  on-line production weighting,  accounting and prime-cost
estimation module,-
- vessel position and speed monitoring module.
Industrial  and Marine Refrigeration Automatic  Control
Systems.
Hybrid Power (Wind-Diesel) Control Systems
Embedded PC and web HMI based hybrid power for small
wind and wind-diesel  control system for grid and ice-land
networks. 
Success story:
Nominee of most successful young high-tech company 2008. (Knowledge Economy Forum contest)
One of the most promising high-tech company 2011. (Knowledge Economy Forum contest).

For more information please visit http://www.santavilte.eu
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